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We present a new method for extracting the instantaneous orbital axis only from gravitational
wave strains of precessing binary systems observed from a particular observer direction. This method
enables us to reconstruct the co-precessing frame waveforms only from observed quantities for the
ideal case that the signal-to-noise ratio is high enough to analyze the waveforms directly. Specifically,
we do not assume knowledge of the time evolution of the instantaneous orbital axis and the co-
precessing waveforms before analyzing the data in our method. We test and measure the accuracy
of our method using the numerical relativity simulation data of precessing binary black holes taken
from the SXS Catalog. We show that the direction of the orbital axis is extracted within ≈ 0.02 rad
error from gravitational waves emitted during the inspiral phase. The co-precessing waveforms are
also reconstructed with high accuracy; the mismatch (assuming white noise) between them and
the original co-precessing waveforms is typically a few times 10−3 including the merger-ringdown
phase, and can be improved by an order of magnitude focusing only on the inspiral waveform. In this
method, the co-precessing frame waveforms are not only the purely technical tools for understanding
the complex nature of precessing waveforms but also direct observables.

PACS numbers: 04.30.w, 04.25.dg,

I. INTRODUCTION

The two detections (and one candidate) of gravita-
tional waves from binary black hole mergers achieved by
Advanced LIGO [4, 5, 42] have marked the beginning
of the era of gravitational-wave astronomy. In partic-
ular, the first detection was achieved with significantly
large signal-to-noise ratio. The information provided by
the gravitational-wave observation surely enhances our
knowledge about the universe, and in particular, the
black holes. A number of merger events will be de-
tected by Advanced LIGO and the following running of
the other ground-based detectors, such as VIRGO [6],
and KAGRA [39]. In addition, third-generation ground-
base detectors, for which the sensitivity is by an order of
magnitude higher than the current detectors, are pro-
posed [35]. Furthermore, space-based detectors, such
as LISA [7] and DECIGO [23], will be powerful obser-
vatories to detect massive binary black holes with sig-
nificantly high signal-to-noise ratios. In the not-too-
distant future, a detection of gravitational waves, for
which signal-to-noise ratio is high enough for us to ana-
lyze the waveform strain data even directly without using
the matched filtering method, will be achieved.

If either of the directions of two black-hole spins is
not aligned with the orbital axis, the orbital preces-
sion occurs in the inspiral phase of the binary coales-
cence [8, 24]. Such orbital precession strongly affects the
gravitational waveforms by modulating both amplitude
and phase. The complex nature of the waveforms from

a precessing binary contains richer information about
the binary parameters than without the orbital preces-
sion [3, 17, 25, 29]. However, the complexity also makes
it difficult to understand the dependence of waveforms
on the parameters.

Many efforts have been made to modeling precessing
waveforms, and many frameworks have been developed to
simplify those complex features [10, 11, 13–15, 19, 32, 33,
36, 37, 41]. Most remarkably, in Refs. [14, 15, 32, 36, 37],
it is shown that the inspiral waveforms from a pre-
cessing binary can be dramatically simplified in the so-
called “co-precessing frame”, which follows the instanta-
neous orbital plane of the binary. The precessing wave-
forms in such a frame become just as if they are from a
non-precessing binary. Also, the approximate mapping
between the precessing waveforms and non-precessing
waveforms has been discussed [36]. Working in the co-
precessing frame enables us to understand and to model
the waveforms from precessing binaries much more easily
than working in the inertial frame quantities. We note
that, even for the case that the binary is not precessing,
the modulation arises for an observer due to the mode
coupling if the direction of the line of sight is misaligned
with the orbital axis.

However, to extract the instantaneous orbital axis and
to obtain the co-precessing frame waveforms, we need
knowledge of gravitational waveforms observed from all
the directions, or at least, l = 2 components of the spher-
ical harmonics in the inertial frame. On the other hand,
we can only obtain the strain from a particular observer
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direction in real observations. Therefore, it is difficult to
apply the framework of co-precessing frame directly for
the observation, and hence, the co-precessing waveforms
have only been treated as the intermediates for modeling
the waveforms in the inertial frame.

In this paper, we present a new method for extract-
ing the instantaneous orbital axis and for reconstruct-
ing the co-precessing frame waveforms only from grav-
itational wave strains observed from a particular ob-
server direction, which can be used for the case that the
signal-to-noise ratio is high enough to analyze the wave-
forms directly. We test and measure the accuracy of our
method using the numerical relativity simulation data of
the precessing binary black holes taken from SXS Cat-
alog [1, 20, 30, 31]. In our method, knowledge of the
time evolution of the instantaneous orbital axis and the
co-precessing waveforms are not assumed before analyz-
ing the data, and thus, the method can also be used for
the case that the time evolution does not obey the pre-
diction of general relativity. Our method is composed
of two basic ideas: One is the transformation, which we
call the mode decomposition, that decomposes the wave
strain into Fourier(-like) components in terms of the har-
monic modes in the co-precessing frame rather than the
frequency. The other is the procedure to extract the “or-
bital phase” of the binary for use in the mode decompo-
sition only from the precessing wave strain.

Before moving to the explanation of our method, we
summarize conventions and basic assumption which we
employ in this paper. Through out this paper, we em-
ploy the geometrical units c = G = 1, where c and G
are the speed of light and the gravitational constant, re-
spectively. We refer to the total mass of the system at
the infinite separation as M . Among several definitions
for the co-precessing frame [15, 32, 36, 37], in this pa-
per, we employ the so-called quadrupole-preferred frame
(referred to as the quadrupole-aligned (QA) frame or the
QA method in the following) introduced in Refs. [36, 37].
We refer to z-axis obtained by the quadrupole-preferred
frame as the direction of the orbital angular momentum
or the instantaneous orbital axis, L̂ (|L̂| = 1), just for

simplicity. We note that L̂ does not always agree with
and rather slightly deviates from the Newtonian orbital
angular momentum, L̂N, defined in Refs. [15, 24] due to
the higher order post-Newtonian corrections.

To describe the precession of the binary, we introduce
a coordinate system as follows. First, we describe the
direction of the source in the sky by two polar angles, θ
and φ, and define a unit vector, N̂, as the direction from
the source to the observer. Next, we introduce two bases

in the plane perpendicular to N̂, θ̂ and φ̂, which are the
unit vectors in the directions of (∂/∂θ)i and (∂/∂φ)i, re-
spectively. Then, we introduce a Cartesian coordinate
system, (x, y, z), in the source frame in such a way that

x, y, and z directions agree with φ̂, θ̂, and N̂, respectively
(see Fig. 1). We describe the direction of the orbital an-

gular momentum, L̂ (t), by introducing two polar angles,
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FIG. 1. The definitions of the angles in the source frame.
The unit vector, N̂, denotes the direction from the source to
the observer. θ̂ and φ̂ denote unit vectors in the directions
of (∂/∂θ)i and (∂/∂φ)i, respectively, where those two angles
describe the sky position of the source.

θL (t) and ϕL (t), in the source frame defined by

θL (t) = cos−1
[
L̂z (t)

]
, (1)

ϕL (t) = Arg
[
L̂x (t) + iL̂x (t)

]
− π

2
, (2)

where L̂i (i = x, y, z) is a component of L̂ in the source

frame. We note that we shift ϕL by −π/2 so that L̂ lies
in yz-plane for the case ϕL = 0.

We denote a complex waveform strain by h = h+ −
ih×, where h+ and h× are the plus and cross modes of
gravitational-wave polarization defined by

h+ =
1

2

(
hTT
θ̂θ̂
− hTT

φ̂φ̂

)
, (3)

h× =− hTT
θ̂φ̂
. (4)

Here, hTT
ij is a transverse-traceless component of the met-

ric perturbation. We note that the sign of h× is opposite
from the usual definition due to our different choice of
the coordinate system.

In this paper, we focus only on the case that the com-
plex waveform strain, h, is known and do not consider
the effect of the noise to demonstrate the potential of
our method. Using ground-based detectors, multiple de-
tectors are needed to determine h. The sky localization
of the event is also important to determine h accurately.
The follow-up observations of electromagnetic counter-
parts will help for determining the sky location of the
events including neutron stars [18]. In the observations
of binary black holes by space-based detectors such as
LISA and DECIGO, our method will be useful because
they could determine the sky position accurately [26, 40].
We leave the study how the errors in the observation in-
fluence the accuracy for extracting the orbital axis in our
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method in future study. We also note that, in this pa-
per, our method is only tested for the data of precessing
binary black holes for which the precessing time scale is
always much longer than their orbital period except just
before the mergers.

II. METHOD

A. Mode decomposition

The waveforms from a precessing binary observed in
the inertial frame can be described by using precessing-
frame waveforms as [36, 37],

h (t) =

∞∑
l=2

l∑
m=−l

e−2iϕL(t)
−2Y

l
m [−θL (t) ,−ψL (t)]hQA

lm (t) ,

(5)

where −2Y
l
m is the spin-weighted spherical harmonics,

hQA
lm (t) is the (l,m) mode in the co-precessing frame, and
ψL (t) is the angle defined by

ψL (t) = −
∫ t

0

ϕ̇L (t′) cos θL (t′) dt′, (6)

which comes from the minimal rotation condition of co-
precessing frame [14]. The initial value of ψL can be
chosen arbitrarily, and we set it to be zero in this work.
Here, we assume that the time scales of the orbital pre-
cession and the gravitational-radiation reaction are much
longer than the orbital period. Then, as the waveforms
in the co-precessing frame have similar features to non-
precessing waveforms, we can assume that for any values

of l and m, hQA
lm can be decomposed into slowly evolving

amplitude part, AQA
lm (t) and rapidly evolving phase part,

e−imΦQA(t). Here, ΦQA (t) is the orbital phase of the bi-
nary defined by the half of the phase of (l,m) = (2, 2)
mode in the co-precessing frame. We note that ΦQA (t) is
slightly different from the orbital phase in the standard
post-Newtonian framework which is defined with respect
to the relative coordinate separation of the binary (see
Ref. [9]). Then, we can rewrite Eq. (5) as

h (t) ≈
∞∑
l=2

l∑
m=−l

e−2iϕL(t)
−2Y

l
m [−θL (t) , 0]AQA

lm (t)

×e−im[ΦQA(t)+ψL(t)].
(7)

Equation (7) shows that the waveforms in the iner-
tial frame can be described by the superposition of the
wave components for which the phase is −mΦ (t) =
−m

[
ΦQA (t) + ψL (t)

]
, with relatively slowly evolving

part of e−2iϕL(t)
−2Y

l
m [−θL (t) , 0]AQA

lm (t). In particular,
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FIG. 2. The mode spectra of the gravitational waveforms
from a precessing binary (SXS:BBH:0058). We used the wave-
forms observed from the direction in which θL = π/2 and
ϕL = 0 are satisfied at the initial time of the simulation.
The curves “ΦQA” and “Φfit” show the mode spectra using
ΦQA and Φfit as the orbital phase, respectively. The curve
“Extracted(|m| = 2)” shows the mode spectra to which a
window function Eq. (15) is applied.

the dominant modes of gravitational waves are contained
in the wave components with (l,m) = (2,±2).

If Φ (t) is known a priori, we can decompose each wave
component in Eq. (7) by performing a transformation as

h̃ (m) =

∫ ∞
−∞

h (t) e−imΦ(t)Φ̇ (t) dt. (8)

This transformation, which we refer to as the mode de-
composition in the following, is the Fourier transforma-
tion of h not with respect to time but with respect to the
phase Φ. We note that there is a degree of freedom in the
choice of the phase variable for the mode decomposition,
for which the choice is non-trivial in real observations.
For example, we can use Φ + ϕL as the phase variable.
Therefore, h̃ (m) has ambiguity in its definition.

We can easily reconstruct the time-domain waveforms
by the inverse transformation,

h (t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

h̃ (m) eimΦ(t)dm. (9)

We note that h(t) does not have any ambiguity associated

with the complex phase of h̃(m) mentioned above.
As an illustration, we perform the mode decomposition

of precessing waveforms using the waveforms derived in
numerical relativity simulations. At a first sample, we
employ SXS:BBH:0058 in Refs. [1, 30, 31], which is a
waveform of a binary black hole for the case that the
mass ratio is 5, only the larger mass black hole has a
dimensionless spin with 0.5, and the black-hole spin ini-
tially lies in the orbital plane. We generate the complex
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FIG. 3. The comparison of orbital frequencies obtained by
several methods. The curves “dΦ′/dt”, “dΦQA/dt”, and
“dΦfit/dt” show orbital frequencies obtained by the time
derivative of Φ′, ΦQA, and Φfit, respectively.

waveform strain observed from a specific direction by em-
ploying all the components of spherical harmonics up to
l = 8. In this section, we specifically choose the direction
that satisfies θL = π/2 and ϕL = 0 at the initial time
of the simulation. The results for different directions are
shown in Sec. III. We use ΦQA (t) as the phase variable
for performing the mode decomposition.

Figure 2 plots the resulting mode spectrum (see the
plot referred to as ΦQA). This shows that the mode
spectrum has peaks at integer values of m, and each
peak is clearly separated. This suggests that we can ap-
proximately extract m-mode wave components of h by
performing the mode decomposition Eq. (8). Then, ap-
plying an appropriate filter or window function to the
mode spectrum h̃ (m), it is possible to approximately
reconstruct the time-domain waveforms by Eq. (9) (see
Sec. II C).

B. Extracting the orbital phase

To practically perform the mode decomposition of the
observed waveforms, we need to extract the orbital phase
of the binary from the observational data. If the binary
is not precessing and the observer is located along the
orbital axis, the orbital phase of the binary in the inspiral
orbits can be extracted from the waveforms by

Φ′ (t) =
1

2

∫ t

0

∣∣∣Im [h∗ (t′) ḣ (t′)
]∣∣∣

|h (t′) |2
dt′, (10)

where h∗ denotes the complex conjugate of h. However,
if the binary is precessing, we cannot obtain the orbital
phase directly from Eq. (10). In Fig. 3, we plot the time
derivative of Φ′ (t) calculated by Eq. (10) as well as that

of ΦQA for the same waveforms as those used in Fig. 2.
We find that Φ̇′ (t) is strongly oscillating due to the mix-
ing of wave components with different frequencies, while
Φ̇QA (t) evolves monotonically. Therefore, we cannot use
Φ′ (t) directly for the mode decomposition.

Instead of employing Φ′ (t), we have to extract the
non-oscillatory part of Φ′ (t) for the mode decomposi-
tion. While Φ′ (t) oscillates strongly, it still behaves in
a similar manner to ΦQA (t) if we take the time average.
Therefore, we expect that we can approximately extract
the “orbital phase” which can be used for the mode de-
composition if we remove the oscillation from Φ′ (t). In
this work, we extract the non-oscillatory part by fitting
Φ′ (t) with a non-oscillating function defined by

Φfit (t) =

{
Φins

fit (t) t ≤ t0,
b0 + c1 (t− t0) + b1

[
e−(t−t0)/c22 − 1

]
t ≥ t0,

(11)

where Φins
fit (t) is the inspiral part defined by

Φins
fit (t) = a+ a1 (t1 − t)5/8

+ a2 (t1 − t)3/8

+ a3 (t1 − t)1/4
+ a4 (t1 − t)1/8

+ a
(1)
5 ln (t1 − t)

+
[
a

(0)
6 + a

(1)
6 ln (t1 − t)

]
(t1 − t)−1/8

+ a7 (t1 − t)−1/4
. (12)

Here, the functional form of Eq. (12) is motivated by
Taylor-T3 approximant [12, 16]. For this prescription,
t0 is taken to be the time of global maximum of |h (t) |
(t0 = 7857M for this case), and b0 and b1 are chosen

so that Φfit (t) and Φ̇fit (t) are continuous at t = t0. We
determine an (n = 1, · · · , 7), c1, c2 and t1 > t0 by the
least-square fitting method using Φ′ (t). We only use the
data from t = 1000M (t = 0 is the time at which the
simulation starts) to the time that |h (t) | becomes smaller
than 5% of its peak value for the first time. This time
window is chosen to avoid the unphysical modulation in
the beginning of the simulation and the unimportant part
of the waveforms after the onset of merger.

In Fig. 3, we plot Φ̇fit (t). We find that Φ̇fit agrees with

Φ̇QA (t) within 2%. We also plot the mode spectrum of
the waveform using Φfit (t) in Fig. 2. Though there is
slight deviation from the ones obtained using ΦQA (t),
we find that the mode spectrum has peaks in integer
values of m and each peak is clearly separated. This sug-
gests that Φfit (t) can be a good substitute for ΦQA (t) to

perform the mode decomposition. We note that Φ̇fit (t)

does not strictly agree with neither Φ̇ (t) nor Φ̇QA (t),

but rather agrees well with Φ̇ (t) + ϕ̇L (t) sign [cos θL (t)].
We can also prove this analytically by assuming that
(l,m) = (2,±2) modes in the co-precessing frame are
the dominant modes. Because |ϕ̇L| is much smaller than

|Φ̇ (t) |, the deviation of Φfit (t) from Φ (t) only weakly
affect the accuracy of the mode decomposition at least
for extracting the dominant modes in the inspiral orbits.
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C. Extracting the wave components

We introduce here a window function to extract spe-
cific wave components in the mode spectra. We define a
one-sided amplitude of the mode spectra by

A (m) :=

√
|h̃ (m) |2 + |h̃ (−m) |2. (13)

A (m) has the largest peak in |m| ≈ 2, and small side
peaks in integer values of m. As we mentioned above,
the information of the dominant modes of gravitational
waves is contained primarily in the modes of |m| = 2.
To single out only the information around |m| ≈ 2, we
performed the extraction in following three steps. First,
we fit A (m) around |m| ≈ 2 by a Lorentzian function,

L
(
m;A0,mp,m1/2

)
=

A0

1 + (m−mp)2/m2
1/2

, (14)

where A0 is the peak amplitude, mp and m1/2 are the lo-
cation of the peak and the half-width at half maximum,
respectively. We perform the least-square fitting to de-
termine these fitting parameters. We note that mp is also
a fitting parameter, while its initial guess is set to be 2.
We find that the value after the fitting deviates from the
initial value only by ≈ 0.02.

Next, we introduce a window function w (m) defined
by

w (m) =

1 |m−mp| < ∆m1,

H (m) + [1−H (m)]
L (m)

A (m)
∆m1 ≤ |m−mp| < ∆m2,

L (m)

A (m)
∆m2 ≤ |m−mp|,

(15)

where

H (m) =
1

2

[
1 + cos

(
π
|m−mp| −∆m1

∆m2 −∆m1

)]
. (16)

Here, we chose ∆m1 = 0.35 and ∆m2 = 0.75. Fi-
nally, we define the extracted mode spectrum h̃ext (m)

by h̃ext (m) = w (m) h̃ (m).
Applying this window function, the amplitude of the

mode spectra in |m − mp| > ∆m1 is continuously sup-
pressed and normalized to L (m), and the peaks in |m| 6=
2 are suppressed. Indeed, a plot for the extracted mode
spectrum, h̃ext (m), in Fig. 2 shows that only the peaks
in |m| = 2 are remaining. We can then obtain the
wave components for m = 2 and −2 in the time do-
main, hext

m=2 (t) and hext
m=−2 (t), by performing the inverse

transformation of the spectra for each peak using Φfit (t).
Figure 4 compares the original and extracted waveforms
in the time domain. The original waveforms and sum
of m = ±2 wave components agree approximately with
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FIG. 4. The comparison of the original and extracted wave-
forms in the time domain. The upper panel shows the real
part of the original complex waveform strain, h, and sum of
m = ±2 wave components extracted from the mode spectrum
with respect to Φfit (t), and the middle panel shows the differ-
ence between those two waveforms. The bottom panel shows
the real part of m = 2 and m = −2 mode wave components.

each other (see the upper panel in Fig. 4), and the differ-
ence between these two waveforms oscillates in different
frequency to the dominant-mode frequency (see the mid-
dle panel in Fig. 4). This suggests that wave components
of m 6= ±2 are removed and only dominant wave compo-
nents are extracted from the original strain. The bottom
panel in Fig. 4 shows the real part of m = 2 and m = −2
mode wave components. The smooth change in the am-
plitude reflects the orbital precession (see Eq. (17)).

D. Extracting the instantaneous orbital axis

Assuming that the extracted wave components of
|m| = 2 are dominated by the l = 2 components of the
spherical harmonics, we can describe each wave compo-
nent by

hext
m=±2 (t) ≈ 1

8

√
5

π
[1± cos θL (t)]

2
AQA

22 (t) e−2i[ϕL(t)±Φ(t)].

(17)

If we further assume that the system has an approxi-
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FIG. 5. The comparison of θL and ϕL obtained from the orig-
inal QA method and the ones obtained from the extraction
procedure using the mode decomposition.

mate equatorial symmetry in the co-precessing frame 1,

and hence, AQA
22 (t) = AQA

2−2 (t) holds, we can measure
θL (t), ϕL (t), and Φ (t) by

θL (t) = cos−1

√|hext
m=2 (t)| −

√∣∣hext
m=−2 (t)

∣∣√
|hext
m=2 (t)|+

√∣∣hext
m=−2 (t)

∣∣
 , (18)

e−4iϕL(t) =
hext
m=2 (t)hext

m=−2 (t)

|hext
m=2 (t)|

∣∣hext
m=−2 (t)

∣∣ , (19)

and

e−4iΦ(t) =
hext
m=2 (t)hext,∗

m=−2 (t)

|hext
m=2 (t)|

∣∣hext
m=−2 (t)

∣∣ . (20)

ΦQA (t) is determined from Φ (t) and ψL (t), where ψL (t)
is determined by Eq. (6) using the extracted result
of θL (t) and ϕL (t) (note that ϕL (t) is only deter-
mined up to multiple times π/2 in our method). Us-

ing θL (t), we can determine AQA
22 (t) (or AQA

2−2 (t)) from√
|hext
m=2 (t)| (or

√∣∣hext
m=−2 (t)

∣∣). Then, the (l,m) =

(2,±2) modes in the co-precessing frame are recon-

structed by AQA
2±2 (t) e∓2iΦQA(t).

1 Strictly speaking, this is not true as Ref. [13] has pointed out that
there remains some asymmetric modulation in the waveforms
even in the co-precessing frame.

III. APPLICATION

In this section, we test the extraction method intro-
duced in the previous section. First, we use the waveform
strain generated from the data of SXS:BBH:0058, which
was also used in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 5 shows the com-
parisons of θL (t) and ϕL (t) obtained from the original
QA method and the ones obtained from the extraction
procedure using the mode decomposition. In the figure,
we find that θL (t) and ϕL (t) agree well between two
methods, and we find the deviations are always smaller
than 0.03 rad until t ≈ 7700M .

Next, we check how accurately the reconstruction of
the co-precessing waveforms works. We compare the
(l,m) = (2, 2) mode in the co-precessing frame obtained
by the original QA method and the ones reconstructed by
our method. Here, instead of using the QA waveforms di-
rectly, we take the average of the (l,m) = (2,±2) modes,

namely, h̄QA
22 =

(
hQA

22 + hQA,∗
2−2

)
/2 for the QA method.

This average is taken so that the equatorial symmetry
in the co-precessing frame is imposed. This is consistent
with the assumption which we made in the extraction
procedure. In addition, this removes most parts of the

residual modulations in hQA
22 and hQA

2−2 which remain even
after taking the co-precessing frame [11, 13]. Since these
modulations, for which the oscillation frequency is differ-
ent from the dominant mode, are expected to be removed
by the extraction procedure, it is natural to use the av-
eraged waveforms.

In the top and middle panels in Fig. 6, we compare
the co-precessing frame amplitude by the two methods
and show the phase difference between two waveforms,
respectively. The two waveforms agree well with each
other in both amplitude and the phase until t ≈ 7700M .
Their deviations are found to become large in t = 7700–
8000M , while the deviation in the phase keeps smaller
than ≈ 0.5 rad until the peak amplitude is reached. This
late-time deviation is also found in the comparisons of
θL (t) and ϕL (t). We suspect that these deviations would
be due to the fact that the precession timescale becomes
short and become comparable to the orbital period just
before the merger. If we perform the mode decomposi-
tion focusing only on the waveforms after t ≈ 7700M ,
the spreads of the peaks in the spectra become broad
and overlap with each other as two time scales become
comparable. This suggests that some part of information
in the merger-ringdown stages leaks to the other peaks
in the spectra. The prescriptions for the phase fitting in
Eq. (11) and the window function in Eq. (15) can also be
the source for the errors. If so, further improvement is
needed for these forms. We leave the further investiga-
tion for the origin of their errors as the future task.

To discuss the agreements of the waveforms more quan-
titatively, we define the mismatch between two complex
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waveform strains, h1 and h2, by

M (h1, h2) = 1−max
ϕc

Re
[(
h1|h2eiϕc

)]√
(h1|h1)

√
(h2|h2)

, (21)

where (·|·) is the Hermitian inner product defined by

(h1|h2) =

∫ tf

ti

h∗1 (t)h2 (t) dt. (22)

Here, ti is the lower bound of the integral which is always
set to be 1000M in this work, and tf is the upper bound
of the integral. We note that our definition of the mis-
match is different from the usual one that is employed
in previous data-analysis studies (see, e.g., Ref. [11]).
Our definition is identical with the usual one for the
case that the noise spectrum density of the detector is
assumed to be white [36]. We employ the definition in
Eqs. (21) and (22) in this paper because we can calcu-
late the mismatch in the time domain and easily show
in which part of the waveforms the error is induced. We
find that mismatches calculated by Eqs. (21) and (22)
for (ti, tf) = (1000M,∞) are similar to the values cal-
culated by the usual definition of mismatch assuming
M = 10M� and using a designed noise curve of Ad-
vanced LIGO (for the zero tuned high power configura-
tion [2]).

In the bottom panel of Fig. 6, we plot the mismatch
between the two waveforms as a function of the upper
bound of integral, tf . We find that the mismatch is always
below 10−4 until the time of peak amplitude, and rapidly
increases to the order of 10−3 after the peak time. This
shows that the reconstructed waveforms have the largest
error around the time of peak amplitude.

To further show the usefulness of our method for
a variety of precessing binaries, we calculate the mis-
matches of the co-precessing (l,m) = (2, 2) mode be-
tween those obtained by the QA method and by the
mode decomposition method, picking up three precessing
binary black hole models. We employ SXS:BBH:0058,
SXS:BBH:0037, and SXS:BBH:0164 in SXS Catalog [1,
20, 30, 31], and for each model, we generate five complex
waveform strains observed from five different inclinations.
We again set ti = 1000M for computing the mismatches.
We compute two mismatches for each model adopting dif-
ferent upper bound of the integral tf . One is computed by
setting tf to be infinity, and the other is by setting tf to
be the time earlier by 100M than the peak of amplitude.
The parameters of the models, the inclination of the ob-
servers, and the calculated mismatches are summarized
in Table I.

For every waveform strain derived from
SXS:BBH:0058, mismatches are always a few times
10−3 for the case that the ringdown waveforms
are included ((ti, tf) = (1000M,∞)). Mismatches
decrease by an order of magnitude by excluding
the waveforms in the merger and ringdown stages
((ti, tf) = (1000M, t0 − 100M)). Hence, the error of the
reconstructed co-precessing frame waveforms is primarily
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FIG. 6. The comparison of the co-precessing frame waveforms
obtained by the QA method and the ones reconstructed from
extracted waveforms using the mode decomposition. The top
panel compares of the co-precessing frame amplitude of the
(l,m) = (2, 2) mode. The middle panel shows the phase dif-
ference between two waveforms for the case that the mismatch
for (ti, tf) = (1000M,∞) is the minimum (see Eq. (21)). The
bottom panel shows the mismatch between the two waveforms
as a function of the upper bound of integral, tf . The lower
band of the integral, ti, is always set to be 1000M . We note
that we take the average of the (l,m) = (2,±2) modes for
the QA waveforms to impose the equatorial symmetry. The
vertical dashed line denotes the peak time of the amplitude.

accumulated in the merger and ringdown stages, as has
already been found in Fig. 6.

For SXS:BBH:0037 and SXS:BBH:0164, the features of
mismatches are quite similar to those of SXS:BBH:0058.
In particular, the result for SXS:BBH:0164 shows that
our extraction method can be useful not only for single-
spinning binary black holes but also for double-spinning
binaries. However, for θL (0) = 0, π/4 and π of
SXS:BBH:0037 and θL (0) = 0 and π of SXS:BBH:0058,
we find that the mismatches are worse than the other
cases. In particular, the improvement of mismatches by
excluding the merger and ringdown stages is not as re-
markable as for the other cases. This suggests that the re-
constructed waveforms have errors not only in the merger
and ringdown stages but also in the inspiral stage for
these cases. One possible source of these errors is in-
duced when extracting ϕL (t) from the waveform strain.
As is seen in Eq. (17), the norms of hext

m=−2 and hext
m=2

become close to zero for the case that θL (t) close to 0
and π (i.e., the line of sight agrees with the orbital axis),
respectively. In such cases, the extraction of ϕL (t) be-
comes quite sensitive to the error in hext

m=±2. Indeed, it
is shown in Fig. 7 that ϕL (t) has a large error at which
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M M
Model θL (0) ti = 1000M ti = 1000M

tf =∞ tf = t0 − 100M
SXS:BBH:0058 0 1.13× 10−3 2.13× 10−4

π/4 1.40× 10−3 1.66× 10−4

m1/m2 = 5 π/2 1.71× 10−3 5.58× 10−5

S1 = (0.5, 0, 0) 3π/4 2.54× 10−3 1.81× 10−4

S2 = 0 π 1.02× 10−3 1.19× 10−4

SXS:BBH:0037 0 4.05× 10−3 1.11× 10−3

π/4 5.93× 10−3 5.03× 10−3

m1/m2 = 3 π/2 1.32× 10−3 8.36× 10−5

S1 = (0.5, 0, 0) 3π/4 1.81× 10−3 2.31× 10−4

S2 = 0 π 9.18× 10−3 2.95× 10−3

SXS:BBH:0164 0 6.94× 10−3 5.73× 10−3

π/4 2.42× 10−3 5.56× 10−4

m1/m2 = 1 π/2 1.35× 10−3 8.41× 10−5

S1 = S2 3π/4 3.17× 10−4 1.31× 10−5

= (0.52, 0, 0.3) π 6.93× 10−3 5.72× 10−3

TABLE I. The list of the mismatch between the (l,m) = (2, 2)
mode in the co-precessing frame obtained by the original QA
method and the one obtained by our method. The first left
column shows the model names in SXS Catalog [1, 20, 30, 31]
as well as their mass ratios and their black-hole spins. The
numbers in the brackets describes the x, y, and z components
of the black-hole spin in the source frame with θL = 0 and
ϕL = 0. The second left column shows the initial values of
θL, which describe the initial direction of the observer with
respect to the orbital axis. Here, we chose the observer so
that the initial values of ϕL are always set to be 0. The
third and fourth columns show the mismatches employing
(ti, tf) = (1000M,∞) and (ti, tf) = (1000M, t0 − 100M),
respectively. We note that our definition of the mismatch
is different from the usual one that is employed in previous
data-analysis studies (see the sentences below Eq. (22).)
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FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 5 but for θL (0) = π/4 of
SXS:BBH:0037. For the comparison, we shift the extracted
result of ϕL by π/2 and restrict its value to [−π, π] due to its
uncertainty in the extraction (see Eq. (19)).
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FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 6 but for θL (0) = π/4 of
SXS:BBH:0037.

θL (t) passes by 0. Φ (t) also suffers from the error for the
same reason (see Eq. (20)). Therefore, the match can be
deteriorated if θL (t) passes by 0 or π. In fact, in the ex-
tracted data in θL (0) = 0, π/4 and π of SXS:BBH:0037
and θL (0) = 0 and π of SXS:BBH:0164, we find that
there is some interval that θL (t) passes by 0 or π dur-
ing its evolution, and the phase error relative to the QA
method increases during this period (see Figs. 7 and 8).

Fortunately, the error in ΦQA would be much smaller
than the errors in ϕL (t) and Φ (t) because these errors are
canceled out by taking the combination. For example, for
the case that θL (t) is close to 0, Φ̇QA (t) is approximately

written as Φ̇ (t) + ϕ̇L (t) using Eq. (6). On the other
hand, Φ (t) + ϕL (t) is determined only from argument
of hext

m=2 (t). Since hext
m=−2 (t) contains the main source

of the error in this situation, ΦQA (t) is expected to have
smaller error than ϕL (t) or Φ (t). However, as is found in
Fig. 8, some error still remains in ΦQA (t), and thus, we
still have a room to improve the method for the case that
its value passes by 0 or π. We note that, for θL (0) = 0
and π of SXS:BBH:0058, θL (t) also pass by 0 and π,
respectively. However, the errors in phases are smaller
than the cases in SXS:BBH:0037 and SXS:BBH:0164 be-
cause the precessing timescale is shorter and the interval
staying close to 0 and π are shorter.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we proposed a new method for extract-
ing the instantaneous orbital axis and for reconstructing
the co-precessing waveforms from gravitational waves ob-
served for generic precessing binary black holes. The
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advantage of our method is as follows: Our method,
at least in principle, enables us to extract the direc-
tion of the instantaneous orbital axis without assum-
ing any model. In our method, we only made assump-
tions that (l,m) = (2,±2) modes of spherical harmon-
ics in the co-precessing frame are the dominant modes
in the strain and the time scales of the orbital preces-
sion and the gravitational-radiation reaction are much
longer than the orbital period. Therefore, our method
can be used even for the case that the orbit precesses
in a way different from that general relativity predicts
as far as these assumptions hold. The axis of the pre-
cession and the precessing frequency also provide us the
information of the total angular momentum of the sys-
tem for a single spinning binary. The amplitude and
the phase of the co-precessing frame waveforms are also
reconstructed without modeling their evolutions. Thus,
using our method, the co-precessing frame waveforms
are direct observables that can be constructed only from
detector outputs. The parameter estimation from the
precessing waveforms (and the non-precessing waveforms
but observed from inclined direction) can be simplified
by using the reconstructed co-precessing waveforms since
the higher mode templates are not needed or, at least,
less needed than using the inertia waveforms. Further-
more, the template models can become compact by us-
ing the approximate mapping between the co-precessing
waveforms and non-precessing waveforms [36].

There are many other possible applications and exten-
sions for our method. Our method can be extended to
extract the higher modes in co-precessing frame, such as
m = 1 and m = 3 components. In fact, we find that
the co-precessing (l,m) = (3,±3) modes agree quite well
with the wave components extracted from |m| = 3. The
amplitude of m = 1 and m = 3 modes can be used to
solve the degeneracy of parameter estimation between
the symmetric mass ratio and the black-hole spin mag-
nitude [3, 17, 25, 29]. Furthermore, our method can be
applied to the data analysis of the waveforms from pre-
cessing black hole-neutron star mergers. The previous
numerical studies [27, 28, 34, 38] pointed out that the lo-
cation of the cutoff in the gravitational wave spectra (the
cutoff frequency), caused by tidal disruption of neutron

stars, can be used to constrain the neutron star radius.
However, the orbital precession (and the inclination of
the observer) obscures the location of the cutoff by in-
ducing the modulation in the spectra [21]. Since this
problematic modulation is due to the mixing of the dif-
ferent wave components, the method we introduce in this
work can be useful to remove such modulation, and may
enable us to measure the cutoff frequency in the spec-
tra using the reconstructed co-precessing waveforms [22].
These applications and extensions are now in progress.

In this paper, we assumed the situation that the com-
plex wave strain is determined in sufficiently high accu-
racy, and hence, we neglect the effect of the noise and
the error of the sky localization for simplicity, because
our purpose is to demonstrate that the direct extraction
of the orbital axis and the co-precessing frame waveforms
is possible only from the information which we can ob-
tain from the detection in principle. However, of course,
data always suffer from the noise in reality. In partic-
ular, the sky localization error would be an important
source of the error. We should test how well our method
works in the presence of the noise and errors, and show
what is the required signal-to-noise ratio for achieving
the extraction in the required accuracy. Also, we need
to extend our test to various models, for example, the
case that the “transitional precession” occurs [8], since
we only check the usefulness of our method in limited
numbers of waveform models in this work.
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